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Aaron Marino's Style Secrets of the Stars

How do those hot and glamorous actors make it look second nature? What is their secret? Aaron Marino of
alpha m. tells the secrets of the stars.

Oct. 11, 2010 - PRLog -- We’ve all witnessed Hollywood’s A-list jaw-droppers waltz down red carpets
setting off a firestorm of flashing lights, highlighting their million-watt smiles and the lovely ladies on their
arms.  The following celebrity trendsetters are always conscious of their image, and despite making it look
effortless, take great pains to dress sharp, whether making appearing on late-night TV, a charity gold
tourney, a film premiere, or a charitable fund-raiser.  But how do they make it look like second nature?
 Aaron Marino reveals all.

Star: George Clooney
Style: Timeless and Classic
Secret worth stealing: Monochromatic outfits look fantastic and are stylish, elegant, and slimming.

Star: Patrick Dempsey
Style: Clothes that Fit Perfectly 
Secret worth stealing: Tailored clothing that enhances both the body and your image.

Star: David Beckham
Style: Fashion Forward  
Secret worth stealing: Take calculated style risks.  

Star: Tom Cruise
Style:  Understands the Psychology of Clothes  
Secret worth stealing: You never see him wearing pleated or cuffed pants.  Short men look taller without
pleats or cuffs on their pants.

Star: Brad Pitt
Style: Casual Cool 
Secret worth stealing: Even when dressing down, look put together and stylish.  It takes a lot of work to
look that lethargic.

Do you want to look like a star? Do you want to improve your personal brand? alpha m specializes in every
thing style, image, fashion, and grooming for men. To contact alpha m, email
info@alphamimageconsulting, visit their website at www.alphamimageconsulting.com, or call
404-918-0020

# # #

alpha m was established in 2005, specializing in real world guidance for men centered around image, style,
fashion, and grooming. Not only does the company provide male makeovers and other image consulting
services, but the company provides certification workshops to train others to be image consultants.

Male Style Guide was formed shortly thereafter, giving men advice, commentary, and products on all
things image-- namely virtual services for those not in the Atlanta area or don't have a means to get to
Atlanta. Aaron Marino penned the book, "The Guy's Guide to Image, Style, & Impeccable Grooming"
which is also for sale on the Male Style Guide site.
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The popularity for the virtual services has sky-rockted as well as the YouTube videos are wildly popular.

--- End ---

Source alpha m. Image Consulting
City/Town Atlanta
State/Province Georgia
Zip 30345
Country United States
Industry Fashion, Lifestyle, Beauty
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